Onboarding Accelerator Deployment and Migration
Assistance for Advanced Threat
Analytics (ATA)

Benefits
• Microsoft Advanced Threat
Analytics (ATA) provides a
simple and fast way to
understand what is
happening within your
network.

• ATA provides a solid
understanding of the threats
that the Solution detects.
• Identify suspicious user and
device activity with built-in
intelligence that provides
clear and relevant threat
information on a simple
attack timeline.
• Be prepared to respond
appropriately to detected
threats with appropriate
training.

Attackers are becoming more and more sophisticated, using legitimate user
credentials and tools to take over your network and expose you to liability. Traditional
IT security tools can provide only limited protection in many of these scenarios.
Threat detection solutions usually rely heavily upon domain expertise and a wellthought-through response process.
The Onboarding Accelerator for Advanced Threat Analytics (ATA) has been created
to leverage our experiences, to help you quickly and efficiently begin the
implementation of Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics. We do this by providing
educational workshops to prepare your staff and assisting you with implementing
ATA in a limited manner.

Summary of Deliverables
To summarize, the service would offer the following (all the phases include
knowledge transfer):

Options

Phases

Deliverables

Phase 1

• Designing and Planning session
• Educational workshops on Advanced Threat
Analytics
• Incident response
• Threat Detection
• Production deployment
• Event rationalization

Phase 2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base

A proactive service based on
Microsoft Recommended
Practices and Field Engineering
experience

Overview

Premium

Onboarding
Accelerator

Backup and Restore of ATA
Rationalization Production Alerts
Hardening of ATA implementation
Additional reporting
Monitoring
Troubleshooting of ATA
Securing network access to ATA
Windows Event Forwarding

Delivered by highly experienced
engineers from Microsoft, the
Onboarding Accelerator for ATA helps
you:
Know the risks that these threats pose to
your organization by understanding
the threats that ATA detects.

The Two Phases ATA-base deployment, integration with the on-premises server
workload
Delivery Options and Price
The Onboarding Accelerator – Deployment and Migration Assistance for the
Advanced Threat Analytics service is offered in two options

Understand the importance of a Security
Incident Response Plan so you are able
to react positively for your business
when ATA detects something in your
environment.

Consistently detect threats posed
against your credentials by helping you
deploy the core components of ATA to
begin providing detection services for
your production Active Directory
Domain Services environment.
Ke y Focus Areas
Educational Workshops

•Understanding Common Threats
•ATA Overview for a broad audience
•ATA Technical Deep-Dive training
•Understanding the Importance of a
Security Incident Response Plan
Limited Production Deployment:

•Assist with planning your ATA
deployment
•Assistance with deploying a single ATA
Center
•Assistance with deploying a single ATA
gateway

•
•

Options

P1

Base

X

Premium (Full)

X

P2

X

Base is the minimum delivery option, which includes only P1 (the mandatory
phase).
Premium includes both the phases (P1-P2), and P1 is the mandatory phase.

Outcomes
• Guidance through interactive planning and working sessions
• Accelerate the deployment process
• Decrease the time to define the requirements and dependencies
• Reduce the risk of impactful events
• Alignment with Microsoft recommended deployment practices
Prerequisites for delivery:
• Physical or Virtual hardware to install Advanced Threat Analytics
• Windows Server 2012 or Windows server 2016 Operating System
• Active Directory with a Forest Functional lever 2003 or higher

Key Deliveries:
•Educational workshops
•Limited production deployment of ATA
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